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“each Federal agency shall make achieving
environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing,
as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental
effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations
and low-income populations ”
— Presidential Executive Order 12898

Intent of this Document, Second Edition:
This is a second edition briefing book that
summarizes the proposal to the National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) on behalf of
the City of St. Louis. New items are identified in
blue text.
It includes a section to address content in the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and
available public comments.
Upon review of the DEIS findings, the City of
St. Louis is confident that our site is the best
strategic decision for NGA, its employees and
the Nation.

The North St. Louis site is endorsed by
overwhelming federal, state and local support
and two Presidential Executive Orders. However,
it is imperative that ethical factors are also
key determinants for the location of NGA. The
decision for NGA to stay in the City will not only
have a positive affect on NGA employee retention
and recruitment, but also on the quality of life
of both existing and future residents of the City.
This decision will be the stimulant for the revival
of a community. NGA’s strong presence and their
commitment to embrace this neighborhood will
have unparalleled positive effects for decades.
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Executive Summary
Selecting North St. Louis for the next NGA West
headquarters will energize the next great St. Louis
neighborhood. We are a city of great neighborhoods, and
all the planning, regulatory and financial pieces are in
place to make this area prosper. The City is committed to
making a series of bold infrastructure, transportation and
park investments under the North St. Louis NGA Initiative,
described herein. These public investments will provide
improved access, not only to the next NGA West site, but
to a host of public and privately owned land surrounding
the site. The City and State have both passed legislative
action providing over $100 million for the City to complete
site preparation for the next NGA West including; site
assemblage under one ownership, environmental cleanup,
demolition of structures, street and alley vacation, rerouting of utilities, and improved access to the site from
major interstates. The City has taken all steps necessary
to secure commitments and funding to deliver a unified,
clean site of 99 acres.

This proposal is led by the City of St. Louis with the support
and cooperation of regional and state agencies. The
selection of this site for the next NGA West headquarters
will create an economic stimulus to revitalize the
community and support the North St. Louis NGA Initiative.
The most important attributes of the site are its urban
location and connectivity. This site offers the following
attributes that are most valued by employees:
·· Urban location with many social, economic and
lifestyle opportunities
·· Proximity to downtown St. Louis
·· Access to Missouri and Illinois living opportunities
·· Access to the region’s most desirable neighborhoods
·· Access to diverse housing choices and price points
·· Access to a diversity of education, recreation,
entertainment and cultural activities
·· Alternative transportation choices
·· Proximity and access to Lambert International Airport

“Executive Order 12072, entitled “Federal Space Management,” requires all
Executive agencies that have a mission requirement to locate
in an urban area to give first consideration to locating Federal facilities in
central business areas, and/or adjacent areas of similar character,
to use them to make downtowns attractive places to work, conserve existing
resources, and encourage redevelopment. It also directs Executive
agencies to consider opportunities for locating cultural, educational,
recreational, or commercial activities within the proposed facility.”
— Cornell University Legal Information Institute
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The next NGA West site location in North St. Louis will leverage federal support.
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These investments, combined with
downtown successes, are attracting
new young creative professionals
into the city. Property values are
increasing and development is
happening. In the past 10 years the
area known as Old North St. Louis
has gone from a neighborhood
of urban pioneers to a stable,
vibrant and diverse community.
The NorthSide Regeneration
Redevelopment Plan was approved
in 2009 with an associated $390
million in Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) focused on bringing new
infrastructure, transportation, parks
and amenities to North St. Louis. The
plan will yield improved sustainable
infrastructure along with thousands
of permanent jobs and over 10,000
new construction jobs.
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Downtown St. Louis has enjoyed a
growing revitalization in recent years,
from renovated historic loft buildings
to a growing scene of new restaurants,
shops and services. St. Louis is rising
once again with an influx of people
and investment into downtown.
According to the 2015 Downtown St.
Louis Residential Occupancy Report
downtown population has increased
I-270
133% in the last 10 years to 8,300
residents. This economic revitalization
has spread rapidly west through
Grand Center and has now extended
to the Cortex Innovation Community
and Washington University Medical
Center. Here there has been a rapid
increase in high tech and life sciences
innovators at Cortex, a new IKEA store,
and multiple new buildings under
construction including over $1.5 billion
in new clinical and research facilities.

2015 North Riverfront Open Space
and Redevelopment Plan
2015 CityArchRiver

2015 Promise Zone

Choice Neighborhood
2015 2015
Choice Neighborhood
2015 North Riverfront Open Space and Redevelopment Plan

2015 CityArchRiver
Important
federal initiatives are also committed to North St. Louis. In
January 2015, Urban Strategies, a local non-profit, received a $500,000 Choice
Neighborhood Planning Grant to plan the revitalization of Preservation Square
housing and the surrounding area. A Transformation Plan is now underway
to create opportunities for people to access better housing, education, health
and economic development. The neighborhood will soon be eligible for an
Implementation Grant to make the Plan a reality with a potential $30 million in
federal funding. Strong Cities Strong Communities (SC2) is collaborating with
the City of St Louis providing technical advice and expertise from federal interagency teams for City and Regional planning with the goal of creating jobs and
opportunities for communities to regain economic stability. In addition, St. Louis
was named as one of eight federal “Promise Zones,” creating an opportunity
to address poverty for the next 10 years with technical assistance, federal staff
support and preferential access to federal funding.
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The North St. Louis NGA Initiative currently underway
by the City of St. Louis will rebuild the infrastructure and
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development of community amenities is planned on the
Downtown
former Pruitt-Igoe site, on the south side of Cass Avenue,
St Louis
and single family, attached and multi-family housing is
Gateway Arch
envisioned to complete the neighborhood between the NGA
and Old North St. Louis. The new infrastructure will further
The next NGA West site location in North St. Louis.
PSB
support new business development along both Cass and N.
Lafayette
Jefferson Avenues.
Park
The site itself has flat terrain, is accessible from all
I-44
sides for construction, and has no known soils issues or
City leaders and department heads are fully aligned
unusual conditions that would hamper cost-effective
with this Initiative and see the NGA West relocation to
demolition and development. The North St. Louis NGA
this neighborhood as the tipping point for neighborhood
Initiative will support new urban amenities within walking
reinvestment by existing homeowners and businesses,
distance of the next NGA West. There are numerous
and the catalyst for new development by the private sector.
existing services nearby including a fire station on N.
The arrival of new NGA employees to the site will support
22nd Street, and the Fire Department Headquarters and
the addition of mixed-income residential developments
Police Station on N. Jefferson Avenue. Sensient, a global
to provide a diversity of housing choices for employees as
developer and marketer of high-performance, technologywell as support the existing community.
based color, flavor and fragrance systems, employs
approximately 350 people directly adjacent to the next NGA
West site. In addition to numerous operating businesses,
schools and churches in the area, two new schools
are committed to joining the neighborhood. The Eagle
College Prep Elementary School will renovate and occupy
the nearby Zion Lutheran facilities on Benton Street and
the KIPP Charter School has committed to renovate and
occupy the former Pruitt School just south of Pruitt-Igoe.
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“You can’t rely on bringing people downtown,
you have to put them there.”
— Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

The next NGA West will create an estimated 1,350
construction jobs for the $1.6 billion project. In addition,
the North St. Louis NGA Initiative planned infrastructure
improvements will add thousands of additional construction
jobs and a significant number of new permanent jobs with
the addition of new office, retail, hospitality and health
amenities to the community.

North St. Louis has numerous operating businesses, schools and
churches in the area.
Photo courtesy of Civitas, Inc.

The site is surrounded by City and NorthSide Regeneration,
LLC owned land, making near term development imminent.
One of the largest pieces of that land, the former Pruitt-Igoe
site, is one of the first logical sites for the development
of community services and amenities. In fact, this site
location has a recently approved Certificate of Need (CON)
and is moving forward with the approval process for design
and construction of a three bed urgent care facility. This
effort is underway for final approvals and development, with
a proven successful health care organization to operate
the facility. The overall site will be divided into urban-sized
blocks to support compact mixed-use development and
additional community and healthcare services.
We are excited and ready to go!

*Adjustment of information for Second Edition due to extension of
construction period to 5 years from original assumption of 2 years.
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“We understand that NGA will not, by itself, stay ahead of technology trends. Thus, we must
become better at finding and exploiting the innovations of others.”
— Robert Cardillo, Director, NGA
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Regional Context
The North St. Louis next NGA West site is adjacent to
downtown and less than five miles from the existing
NGA site. It is at the center of a well-planned and funded
urban development area. The site is connected with an
urban street grid, bus services, nearby MetroLink, bicycle
network, and a mix of uses and destinations. A multitude
of amenities, health services and entertainment venues
already exist in the area, and additional amenities are
envisioned as part of multiple planned projects.
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A large number of higher education institutions and
technology related businesses are located nearby as
well, offering a unique opportunity for collaboration and
recruitment and retention of employees. For over forty
years Webster University has had a downtown campus
and recently moved into the newly renovated Arcade
Building. Their “Gateway Campus”, as it is called, is the

base of operations for Webster’s Cyber Research Institute
(CRI). The Institute offers a Masters in Cybersecurity
and has declared its mission as being a global research
learning environment for fostering advancement in, and
understanding of, the nature of cyberspace and its impact
on the human condition. We feel certain if NGA employees
are newly located just five minutes north of the Gateway
Campus they will take advantage of the education offered
at the CRI. Another downtown venue, T-REX, offers a
coworking space and technology incubator, bringing
together a diversity of talent and opportunity. In addition,
Cortex Innovation Community, a growing innovation hub
and technology district, is only two miles away, adjacent to
the Washington University Medical Center. The combined
Medical Center/Cortex district already includes 30,000
employees and is experiencing explosive growth, with over
$1.5 billion in new investment currently underway.

Health Facilities

St. Louis great neighborhoods, destinations and local amenities.

Educational Facilities
Neighborhoods/Key destinations
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Numerous projects recently completed or underway have
brought energy and continued investment into the area.
The downtown Citygarden on the Gateway Mall has been
transformative with its constantly high level of activity.
The CityArchRiver project is under construction at the
Gateway Arch, which includes a deck over the freeway and
a major enhancement to the Jefferson National Expansion
Memorial museum. The energy is extending north with a
new North Riverfront Open Space and Redevelopment Plan
and the recently released Riverfront Stadium Plan.

“Washington University’s mission is to discover and disseminate
knowledge, and protect the freedom of inquiry through research,
teaching, and learning.” - Washington University in St. Louis website
Photo courtesy of Washington University in St. Louis

The next NGA West location fits directly into the highly
effective Downtown Next Vision Plan, the NorthSide
Regeneration Plan, the 5th Ward Neighborhood Plan, and
is supported by the current North St. Louis NGA Initiative.
The City’s concerted efforts in planning have sparked
$4.5 billion in new investment in the downtown area, and
the opening of a new IKEA store at Cortex signals that new
investments in growth and housing are here to stay.

St. Louis Avenue north of the next NGA West site proudly displays the
history of the neighborhood with stunning architecture.
Photo courtesy of Civitas, Inc.

“Saint Louis University is a major
research institution where premier
researchers tackle local and global
challenges. With a commitment to
community service, many courses
integrate service into academics with
over a million service hours each year.”
-Saint Louis University website
Photo courtesy of romeofthewest.com
MetroLink carries almost 54,000
riders a day and connects to a series
of MetroBus lines at the Civic Center
station on N. 14th Street.
Photo courtesy of Citizens for
Modern Transit
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The site is accessed directly from I-70 on the
north from N. Jefferson Avenue, by the new
Stan Musial Veterans Memorial Bridge on Cass
Avenue which connects the site to Illinois, and
from I-64/40, I-44 and I-55 from the south along
North and South Jefferson Avenue. The City’s
urban grid of streets offers multiple points of
access allowing for traffic distribution. The site
is already well served by regional bus routes and
the closest MetroLink stop is only 1.5 miles from
the site, making it easy to take a bus or bicycle.
Approximately 50,000 residents live within a two
mile radius of the intersection of N. Jefferson
and Cass Avenues. Approximately 2/3 of NGA
employees currently reside in Missouri.
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The next NGA West North St. Louis site is
centrally located near existing and planned open
space and bike routes and in the near future is
planned to be connected to 110 miles of Great
Rivers Greenway (GRG) regional trails and 150
miles of Bike St. Louis facilities. Since 2000 GRG
has invested in parks, open space and trails that
connect people and places. The character of the
trails vary by neighborhood to create a unique
and engaging experience that connect communities
to each other and support a healthy lifestyle.
The trails and open space connect easily to the
MetroLink and MetroBus system, creating a well
connected multi-modal network.
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Next NGA West Site
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With a 500 foot security buffer, this 99-acre site allows for
approximately 15 acres of secure building area for the NGA
building program as well as future expansion. Within the
buffer area there is ample room for softball fields, water
quality areas, and additional landscape amenities.

St.

The opportunity exists for several access points from
main arterial streets, depending on the final design of
the next NGA West site. Shown here is one alternative
where vehicular access control points are located on both
Cass and N. Jefferson Avenues, with access to the remote
inspection facility from N. Jefferson Avenue/Parnell Street.
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There are three major streets surrounding the site that
provide direct access to I-70, I-64/40, I-44 and I-55. These
offer access in all four directions, with direct access to
Illinois less than one mile to the east. In addition, there
are planned interchange improvements at I-64/40 and N.
Jefferson Avenue to make the existing half-interchange
a full interchange, providing enhanced access from
westbound I-64/40.
MAIN VEHICULAR ACCESS
SECONDARY VEHICULAR ACCESS
PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION
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With multiple local businesses nearby
and a police station less than 1/2 mile
away on N. Jefferson Avenue, this
site not only offers great amenities,
but also existing neighbors. The
immediately adjacent amenities are
shown in the diagram on the left.
A MetroLink station, serving both the
red and blue line routes, is only 1.5
miles to the south at Union Station.
There are existing MetroBus routes
surrounding the site and a direct bike
connection from the MetroLink station.
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to Grand
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Flance Early
Learning Center

The direct connection to Downtown
and Grand Center provides this site
with easy access to multiple types of
entertainment, retail and services.
In addition, a number of highly-rated
child care centers exist within close
proximity of the site, some within
walking distance. Almost a dozen
existing schools are within a one
mile radius of the site—a new KIPP
Charter School is planned for 2016
and a new Eagle College Preparatory
School is planned for 2017. In
addition, multiple community and
retail amenities are planned for the
near term adjacent to the site.
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EXISTING METROBUS
EXISTING & PLANNED ON-STREET BIKE FACILITIES
PROPOSED AMENITIES
EXISTING AMENITIES
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Concept Renderings
There are many options for the exact location
and orientation of the next NGA West. This
alternative shows the buildings in a more
compact urban grid that creates several plaza
and open space opportunities for employees.
This potential building alignment follows the
basic urban grid of the existing streets, creating
a visual connection across the site as well as
pedestrian and bike connections for employees
through the site. The outer landscape buffer
is large enough for softball fields and other
outdoor sports fields and for a more naturalized
landscape with walking / running trails and
multiple seating and picnic areas.

This illustration shows one potential site layout for the Next NGA West looking
northeast towards the Old North St. Louis neighborhood and the Stan Musial
Veterans Memorial Bridge that connects Cass Avenue to Illinois.

6
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“Cities have the capability
of providing something for everybody,
only because, and only when,
they are created by everybody.”
— Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

is Ave

St. Lou
This illustration shows one potential site layout for the Next NGA West looking
southeast towards downtown and the planned mixed-use development south of Cass
Avenue on the former Pruitt-Igoe site.

8
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“Yes, the pace of change is accelerating — but it is also exhilarating. Within every momentous change,
we will find equally momentous opportunity.”
— Robert Cardillo, Director, NGA
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This illustration shows one potential site layout for the next NGA
West site in North St. Louis and the concept plan for new mixed-use
development on the former Pruitt-Igoe site. This building layout
embodies a typical urban street grid and provides an opportunity
for smart, sustainable growth on the site in the future.
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“In order to recruit a diverse workforce that is capable of driving us
to the future, we have had to start operating more like a Fortune 500
company than a federal government agency.” - Alex Berger, director of
NGA Human Development Talent Management Office

next NGA WEST North St. Louis | 2015 11

“Siting the Next NGA West Campus at the St. Louis City Site could result in major benefits
from the change in visual character at the site. Additional non-major benefits would include
health and safety improvements, construction spending, induced employment, cleanup of
existing hazardous contamination, land use improvements, and the reduction of weed species.”
— DEIS

12 next NGA WEST North St. Louis | 2015
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DEIS Reponse
The following section is the City’s response to concerns
identified in the Draft Environmental Reponse (DEIS)
Report, including those from Appendix 1c: Scoping Meeting
Comments. It is critical for the City to work with NGA to
identify the best location for all stakeholders.
Categories of concern from DEIS:
SOCIOECONOMICS
LAND USE & COMMUNITY COHESION
HEALTH & SAFETY
TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
NOISE
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & SOLID WASTE
UTILITIES
CULTURAL RESOURCES
VISUAL RESOURCES
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
AIR QUALITY & CLIMATE CHANGE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cultural
Community
Safety
Traffic
Construction
NGA Employees

Relocating the next NGA West to an urban setting is the only
responsible solution for NGA. Endorsed by overwhelming
federal, state and local support and two Presidential
Executive Orders, the North St. Louis site would maximize
federal funding and associated efforts. Re-investing in urban
neighborhoods has proven to stimulate new development in
entire regions. Not only will this site choice help revitalize
a critical neighborhood in the City, it will also have the
least impact on existing NGA employees. This site offers
continuity for employees given its proximity to the current
location, offering a seamless transition to the new facility
without having to uproot families from their homes or have
an extended commute that will disprupt their lives.

Top ten community concerns from Appendix 1c:
Community Impacts
Traffic
Commuting Impacts
Safety in North St. Louis
Security
Employee Impacts
Environmental
Amenities
Public Transit
Design

The urban street grid surrounding this site offers multiple
locations for traffic to disperse, creating a cohesive network
that can properly support the addition of NGA employees.

Draft

Environmental Impact Statement
for the Next NGA West Campus in the
Greater St. Louis Metropolitan Area

Prepared for
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency

October 2015
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Together these topics can be grouped into the following
categories and will be discussed as they relate to the City of
St. Louis:

St. Louis was recently named by Forbes as #10 for highest
paying technology jobs in the nation. The top ten locations are
all urban areas - this fact is critical to thinking about how to
retain current NGA employees and create future recruitment
opportunities. “Technology professionals have the power to
negotiate and also be selective about their opportunities”.
According to Forbes, St. Louis has had the largest salary gain
in the country with a 23% increase. The recent successes of
the local technology communities, such as Cortex and TRex,
further display commitment by the technology sector to
locate in St. Louis urban areas. In addition, the ArchGrants
nonprofit attracts global attention by retaining and attracting
innovative entrepreneurs and new business incubators to the
St. Louis region.

Note: All text in italics are direct from the DEIS.
next NGA WEST North St. Louis | 2015 13

1. CULTURAL
The Cultural section examines the benefit
and impact on historic and archeologic
features in and around the North St. Louis
site. A small portion of the 99 acre site is
currently in a National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) historic district and one
structure, the Buster Brown Shoe Factory, is
individually listed on the NRHP.
The City will ensure that historic structures
on site are fully documented to capture
the relevance of the buildings to the
neighborhood for historical reference. This
will include photographic documentation
and potentially three-dimensonal building

Benefit:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
• commensurate with the severity of
contamination to be remediated

scans. In addition the City will develop interpretive programs to tell the stories
of residents who lived in the neighborhood. Oral history will provide a more
complete view of what life was like during the second half of the 20th Century.
Providing this material in the form of short videos on a website will make it
available to a wide audience and younger generations in particular. The City
is committed to integrating pieces of the buildings into the neighborhood
fabric. For example, bricks will be salvaged and either incorporated into the
design of the base for the NGA security fence or into walking paths through
the community. Historic markers could also be incorporated for educational
opportunities.
Without this development many more historic structures will be in jeopardy
given the history of continued disinvestment into the area. We believe the loss
of a few buildings for a development like NGA will provide leverage for better
preservation throughout the entire neighborhood, particularly in nearby historic
districts where demolition can be avoided with the use of historic tax credits.
Archeology has been addressed as part of a programatic agreement using a
targeted approach to discovery. This approach includes identification of areas
of interest and exploring ways to efficiently identify any underground items.

Impact:
CULTURAL RESOURCES
• impacts to known historic properties
as result of demolition of NRHP-listed
buildings or contributing resources to an
NRHP-listed historic district
• impacts to unidentified archaeological
resources from construction
“NGA and USACE will consult with the
Missouri State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) to determine the appropriate
mitigation measures”
“Comply with Unintended Discovery Plan
as a mitigation measure if prehistoric- or
historic-period archeological sites are
encountered”
The Buster Brown Shoe Factory is individually listed on the NRHP.
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2. COMMUNITY
The Community section explores the benefit
and impact of NGA locating in this urban
neighborhood. A large catalyst like NGA
will encourage private development on
the vacant land surrounding the site and
reestablish cohesion in the neighborhood to
make it a contributing asset to the City once
again. Due to the current lack of community
cohesion and large amount of vacant land,
the community has not been able to develop
such a large area on its own.

In addition to removing noxious weeds, development in the area will also bring
the opportunity for parks and open space that can contribute to a more healthy
community and higher quality of life.

The loss of property tax for the City is minor in comparison to the earnings tax
lost if NGA locates outside the City. It is expected that with new development
surrounding the site spurred by NGA’s presence, property taxes will increase
NEXTNGAWEST
VACANT
PROPERTIES
exponentially.
In addition
the rehabilitation of the existing NGA facility, if
acquired by a non-governmental agency, has the potential to earn property tax.

COMMUNITY COHESION
• on-site land use
• surrounding land use
• stabilizing influence in community
• NGA operations

ST LO

22nd

23rd

VISUAL RESOURCES
• changing the overall visual quality of
the site from low to high

PAR
N

JEFFERSON

ELL

UIS A
VE

25th

Benefit:

The City has been following all protocol for Missouri relocation statues for
acquisiton and relocation and has been sensitive to all property owners. Given
the vacant property on the site, very few residents and businesses are being
relocated by this project, however, relocation plans are being discussed to
ensure they remain in the neighborhood.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
• management and removal of noxious
weeds in landscaped areas
BEN

TON

Impact:

N. M

ARKE

SOCIOECONOMICS
• loss of property tax paid to municipality

MAID

EN

MAD

ISON

COMMUNITY COHESION
• displacement and relocation of current
residents and businesses

HOW
ARD

JEFFERSON

“The 2015 Blighting Study designated the
area blighted based on factors such as high
vacancy rates, deteriorated and inadequate
site improvements and street layouts, unsafe
and unsanitary conditions, and conditions
that endanger life or property by fire or
other causes”

MUL

LANP

PARCEL BOUNDARIES
Second Edition Briefing Book December 2015
RIGHT OF WAY
VACANT PROPERTIES
Vacant Lots Total

HY

CASS

The existing vacant land on the site, illustrated above in gray,
has created a lack of community cohesion.

NGA SITE BOUNDARY
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T

Vacant land
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3. SAFETY
The Safety section examines the benefit and
impact of locating the NGA facility in North
St. Louis. With the introduction of NGA into
this community, a flow of reinvestment
is expected by federal, state, and private
investors. This will bring increased security
for the entire neighborhood through both
cohesive community efforts and increased
funding opportunities for infrastructure and
security improvements. Consistent with the
recent reinvestment in the nearby Old North
St. Louis neighborhood, the City expects
grassroots community-led efforts to also
occur.

public realm, making it a safe place to live and work. The redevelopment of
the adjacent former Pruitt-Igoe site will act as a connector between NGA and
Downtown, creating a series of walkable and bikeable places for the employees
and community members to enjoy.

By 2021 when the NGA facility is ready to open
its doors, the City will have improved the
current state of neighborhood infrastructure,
which will grow the population, strengthen
community spirit and visually improve the

The Police Department is only a half mile from the site and enhanced security
features will be part of the City Initiative. The City will implement a pilot program
for new security protocols connecting additional security cameras throughout
public areas, through the proposed internet grid, to a connected system of
emergency response teams.

The increased population in the area will bring ‘eyes on the street’, decreasing
the opportunity for crime. The nearby mixed-income development, the
Renaissance Place at Grand Center, has proven to reduce crime with an 88%
crime rate reduction from 1989 to 2014.
Due to anticipated street closures for the NGA site, emergency response calls
west of NGA will be dispatched from the Cass and N. Jefferson Avenue facility,
rather than Fire Station 5 on Market and N. 22nd Streets. This strategy is
expected to maintain or improve emergency response time.

Benefit:
HEALTH & SAFETY
• occupational health
• crime
• child safety

Impact:
HEALTH & SAFETY
• impact on emergency response time and
demand due to 3 minute increase in
response time
• cumulative impacts to emergency
response times

Fire Station 5 is directly adjacent to the site on the east.

“NGA will coordinate its site plans with
local emergency response times”

Street improvements such as dedicated bike lanes, landscaped medians, new sidewalks,
street furniture and street trees are planned as part of the City Initiative.
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4. TRAFFIC
This section considers the benefit and
impact of additional NGA employee traffic
into the neighborhood and identifies a
mitigation strategy. This site has excellent
vehicular and transit access and its location
within the urban street grid allows for
traffic distribution around the site, reducing
the peak hour conflicts that arise with a
singular entry and exit point.
The North St. Louis site is less than a 5
mile drive from the existing NGA location
and is adjacent to Downtown. The two main
arterials at the edge of the site offer direct
access to three interstate highways, I-64,
I-44, I-55 and I-70, at multiple interchanges.

Benefits not identified in the DEIS are: 1. minimal impact to the current
employee commute and 2. additional development will stimulate funding of
improvements to existing street network. Although there are vehicular points
of access from all directions that provide a solid traffic network, improvements
will be made as needed to support traffic capacity and to enhance the pedestrian
and bicycle experience.
As part of the City Initiative, street, traffic signal and streetscape improvements
are planned, which will include planning for increased traffic from NGA
employees and other potential new development. The City will ensure all
traffic issues are addressed before NGA opens its doors. The streetscape
improvements will allow for enhanced bicycle and pedestrian access, with new
detached sidewalks, street trees, bike lanes, street furniture and enhanced
pedestrian street crossings. These improvements will help with traffic as well
as increase the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.
All these improvements not only make the NGA employee commute more
I-70
pleasurable, but it also offers
them the opportunity to utilize alternative modes
O-Fallon
Park
of transporation such as the MetroLink, MetroBus and/or bicycle.
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TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
• long term effects on existing year
level of service
• long term effects on future year
level of service
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Impact:

ge

The urban street grid around the site offers multiple locations for traffic to disperse, creating a cohesive
network that can properly support the addition of NGA employees.
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5. CONSTRUCTION
The Construction section examines the benefit and impact of
a large, phased construction project involving both NGA and
the City improvements envisioned for the area.

Benefit:

The City will ensure a construction website is created with
information on schedule, road closures, and any potential
interruption of services. City schedules will be coordinated
with NGA’s Construction Management Plan to ensure all
closures are organized properly for the least amount of
impact to local residents and businesses.

SOCIOECONOMICS
• construction employment
• increased spending during construction
• induced employment

Standard construction hours and procedures will be followed
by the City, including the St. Louis Noise Ordinance. Given
the importance of new infrastructure and development in
the neighborhood, the City believes the long-term benefit of
construction far outweighs the short-term impact.

Impact:

For site demolition, the City plans to relocate at least one
brick home and will recycle other demolition materials as
applicable.

COMMUNITY COHESION
• disruption from multiple ongoing construction projects
TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
• impacts to traffic due to construction traffic
NOISE
• impact from construction noise
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & SOLID WASTE
• impacts to solid waste disposal
UTILITIES
• disruption of service is not expected, however, a
chance of impact to power, potable water, wastewater,
stormwater, natural gas supply and communication is
possible.

The City is committed to a strong partnership with
minority owned firms. SLDC works to promote business
opportunities and capabilities of minority (MBE) and woman
(WBE) owned enterprises, and works to eliminate barriers
for equal economic opportunity for MBEs and WBEs in the
marketplace. Through the M/WBE Program, the City has
established certain policies for the utilization of minority
and women businesses in its purchasing and contracting
practices. The policy sets out a goal of at least 25% certified
minority-owned business enterprise participation and
at least 5% certified women-owned business enterprise
participation for contracts and purchases where City funds
are expended.

AIR QUALITY & CLIMATE CHANGE
• impact due to construction-related emissions
“Relocations would precede development, minimizing
impacts to residents of the development area. Construction
traffic, noise, and air quality impacts could disrupt or reduce
the quality of community activities and interactions within
nearby neighborhoods and at nearby community resources.
However, construction would likely occur only on weekdays
during normal working hours and would be unlikely to
disrupt neighborhood events and church activities.”
18 next NGA WEST North St. Louis | 2015
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6. NGA EMPLOYEES

•
•
•
•
•
•

least impact to employee
commute
recruitment and retention
amenities
public transit
ease of maintaining existing
educational relationships
can remain in current home

“Site-specific housing data for the
city of St. Louis are not provided
because personnel can commute
to this location and would not
necessarily relocate”

Impact:
•

Although the 1% City earnings tax has been criticized as negative by some, the
relocation of NGA to North St. Louis would not change the current financial situation
of employees. Further, that earnings tax is used to fund the safety of the entire City in
the form of police and fire departments and street and park maintenance. Currently
1.6% of the total City earnings tax is from NGA employees.
Lambert-St. Louis
International Airport

3.5 miles

I-170
Cass
Ave.

downtown

I-64
I-44

Fenton
14 miles

I-64

CURRENT
NGA SITE

continued earnings tax

“We recall when we were teenagers
the campaign for an Earnings Tax for
people who worked in St. Louis City.
Although we lived in Kirkwood,
Dad told us he was in favor of this
proposal because, ‘it is the right thing
for St. Louis and the area’.”

North St. Louis

I-70

I-270

Ave.

Benefit:

Employee recruitment and retention will also reign at this site due to its urban
location, proximate amenities and opportunities for educational and technological
partnerships. Other recruitment advantages include alternative transportation
options, the diversity of housing choices, adjacency to Downtown and a variety of
schools, and a local-favorite child care center just blocks away.

Jefferson

“conducive to recruiting and
retaining top-quality employees”

The urban location of the site ensures access to public transit, bicycle facilities,
pedestrian connections, and amenities, both existing and proposed. This site offers
the least impact to the existing employee commute, as illustrated below. The DEIS
estimates the average roundtrip commute to the furthest location, the St. Clair
County site, will increase by 38.1 miles a day. Using the 2015 federal mileage rate,
38.1 miles per day at 57.5 cents per mile = $22 per day. With 250 working days a year,
that totals $5,500 for each employee in 2015 costs. This calculation does not include
impacts to the environment or the added commute time, which can affect employee
livelihood and morale, as well as hinder mission effectiveness with an increase in
emergency response time. Although the change in average commute time to the
North St. Louis site was not calculated, the commuting impact would be very small.

Mehlville
11.7 miles
I-55

Miss
issip
pi Riv
er

This section assesses the benefits and
impacts expressed by the community
and employees, not otherwise
addressed in the DEIS. It is critical for
these concerns to be highlighted since
NGA employees will all be impacted
regardless of the location chosen for
the next NGA West headquarters.
The DEIS addressed this concern by
listing this requirement for their new
campus to be:

St. Clair
19 miles

I-255

Current NGA
Arnold Site

A simple straight-line map analysis clearly shows the proximity of the North St. Louis site to the current
NGA site.
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North St. Louis NGA Initiative
To support the next NGA West, the North St. Louis NGA
Initiative will replace and improve critical infrastructure
around the NGA site and throughout the area just north
and west of Downtown. The restoration of this community
will be phased over time to coordinate with the next NGA
West construction, community development projects and
financing opportunities.
Investment in infrastructure, improved pedestrian and
bicycle facilities, street lighting and security protocols have
been proven successful in the revitalization of blighted
communities across the nation. The increase of access and
safety these improvements provide will stimulate private
development of mixed-use neighborhood centers and a
mix of residential opportunities.

Old North St. Louis is reemerging as an active and historic neighborhood
that has had several large investments made within it in recent years.
The Old North St. Louis Restoration Group is a community-based nonprofit
organization established “to revitalize the physical and social dimensions
of the community in a manner that respects its historic, cultural, and
urban character.”
Photo courtesy of onsl.org

New urban development will help create a safer
community by increasing ‘eyes on the street’.
An increased population and properly designed
streetscapes and architecture will deter criminal
activity. In addition, the City will implement a pilot
program for new security protocols connecting
additional security cameras throughout public areas to
a connected system of emergency response teams. The
site is currently surrounded by an internet grid and a
proposed expansion of this grid is planned within each
street improvement project to support this security
camera effort.
Federal and State financing, along with the $390 million
NorthSide Regeneration Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
plan, will be the support structure for this Initiative.
Leveraging of partnerships between public and private
sectors is critical to community growth, job creation
and increased quality of life for the existing and future
members of the community.

The North St. Louis NGA Initiative street improvements will be designed
to allow for safe, comfortable bicycle and pedestrian connections to the
already successful downtown streets and open spaces as well as the
planned development surrounding the next NGA West site.
Photo courtesy of Civitas, Inc.

*Addition of information for Second Edition
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NORTH ST. LOUIS NGA INITIATIVE COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENTS
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A great neighborhood has a variety of attributes that
contribute to a resident’s day-to-day living. The North
St. Louis NGA Initiative will allocate resources for
infrastructure improvements, improved pedestrian and
bicycle facilities, street lighting and security protocols.
The increase of access and safety these improvements
provide aims to stimulate private development of
mixed-use neighborhood centers and a mix of
residential opportunities.

It is envisioned that the urban street grid will be
reintroduced into the former Pruitt-Igoe site to create
this vibrant center. These urban streets are designed
to provide for all ages and abilities and be a part of a
connected network for all modes of transportation.
Their design will also support a mix of uses such as
retail, restaurants, service businesses, offices and a
diverse variety of housing choices.

Cass

Ave

N.

23

rd

St

.

New developments are planned in the vicinity of the
proposed next NGA West site. To the south, the former
Pruitt-Igoe site has the potential to transform into a
vibrant center for the community with new mixed-use

buildings and community services. Storefronts are
envisioned to line the streets providing a mix of amenities
and places for social interaction where pedestrian safety
is emphasized.

This illustration shows one potential site layout for the former Pruitt-Igoe site looking southeast towards downtown.
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“Our goal is to create a beloved community.
This will require a qualitative change in our souls
as well as a quantitative change in our lives.”
— Dr. Martin Luther King

This illustration shows a vision for a new N. 23rd Street through the former Pruitt-Igoe site looking southeast towards downtown.
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NorthSide Regeneration, LLC
Redevelopment Plan Summary
NorthSide Regeneration, LLC is the entity responsible
for an approved Redevelopment Plan for 1500 acres in
North St. Louis. With an associated $390 million in Tax
Increment Financing (TIF), that Redevelopment Plan
focuses on bringing new infrastructure, transportation,
parks and amenities to the neighborhood.
There are two basic organizing features of the NorthSide
Redevelopment Plan. The first is N. Jefferson Avenue as
the north-south connection through the site and the main
employment corridor. The second is Cass Avenue as the
east-west connection and the community amenity corridor.
At the intersection of these two streets is an important
redevelopment opportunity at the former Pruitt-Igoe site.
Due to its central location within the neighborhood, this
site is well suited to a wide range of community amenities,
including essential health services and access to fresh
foods and quality retail and restaurants.
At the east end of Cass Avenue, the new Stan Musial Veterans
Memorial (SMVM) Bridge offers a unique gateway into
downtown and the City of St. Louis neighborhoods. The
bridge landing area creates an ideal location for community
commercial uses and medium to high-density office

buildings that will frame the stunning Gateway Arch and
downtown views.
South of the Bridge landing, N. Tucker Boulevard is the main
vehicular corridor into downtown, able to support medium
density office development complementary to the existing
city fabric. Just west of the SMVM bridge is the N. 14th
Street and N. Florissant Avenue corridor running northsouth. This corridor is envisioned as a community-oriented
bike and transit spine that will support renovated and new
residential development with a wide range of housing types
and price points and a series of urban retail nodes.
An improved I-64 /US 40 interchange is envisioned to
provide better access into the core of the Redevelopment
Area. This interchange will allow for higher density
downtown development to spread to the west end of the
existing Gateway Mall.
NorthSide Regeneration, LLC is also planning a smart
grid with InteliCiti, which plans to further push this
neighborhood into the future.

Plan Principles
Economic Development: preserve current jobs and create
new ones while facilitating social equity and supporting
growth opportunities for key industry sectors and
employee capabilities.
Education: provide a variety of public and private education
opportunities for all ages by rehabilitating existing schools
and building new schools and job education centers.
Energy: provide a clean, reliable energy network through
upgraded “smart” infrastructure, distributed power
generation and on-site renewables.

Green Framework: integrate green space throughout
and provide accessible, pleasant public places, as well as
on-site water filtration and flood mitigation.
Community: foster a safe, healthy, and integrated
community that embodies the aspirations of both current
and future residents and offers a mixed diversity of home
types, sizes and price points.
Historic Resources: maintain heritage by upholding the
neighborhood’s historic urban structure.

Transit: design a safe transportation system that
encourages walking, biking, mass transit and connects
residential, commercial and retail areas.
*Addition of information for Second Edition
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Conclusion
The Next NGA West North St. Louis project represents a
once in a life-time opportunity for the revitalization of a
major urban area within our City. As demonstrated in the
DEIS the site location meets all the needs of the NGA and
supports their strategic objectives. The proposed area has
received national recognition from the federal government
as participants in the Promise Zone, Strong Cities/Strong
Communities, EcoDistricts and a recipient of a Choice
Neighborhood Planning Grant. The timing for this project
is particularly positive given the growing revitalization of
Downtown St. Louis and the recent investment of $1.5 billion
in retail, clinical, and research facilities at the Washington
University Medical Center and Cortex Innovation Community.

The Next NGA West headquarters in this location will have
the immediate effect of creating new jobs and opportunities
for our City. It will also be the economic engine which will
spur future revitalization of other areas of North St. Louis.
SLDC looks forward to working with NGA to provide an
excellent site for the development of their new facility. Our
program is supported by neighbors, businesses, and the
City and State governments, as evidenced by the support
letters on the following pages. This project represents
the greatest economic opportunity for our City and we are
100% committed to the next NGA West.

“I’ve had this life not because of any great ability or predisposition, but because I had the courage to
start a journey, just as you are about to do.”
— Sue Gordon, Deputy Director, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency. Briar Woods High School Graduation

*Addition of information for Second Edition
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Letters of Support
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September 21, 2015
Robert Cardillo, Director
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
7500 GEOINT Drive
SpringÞeld, Virginia 22150-7500
Subject: Proposed New Facility in the St. Louis Area
Dear Robert:
My name is Adolphus M. Pruitt, II, and I am President of the St. Louis Branch of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). I am also the 1st Vice President of the Missouri NAACP
Conference of Branches.
The NAACP is well aware of the need for your agency to move its western headquarters from its outdated,
Civil War era campus in South St. Louis City; and the pledged to stay in the St. Louis region. We are also aware
that you are considering several locations; including one in Illinois near Scott Air Force Base, and one in St.
Louis City. Retaining the NGA’s 3,100 well-paying jobs, adding a $1.6 billion project and hundreds of
construction jobs in the city, keeping millions of tax dollars in state and local economies is critical; but the city
location (100-acre area north of downtown) adjacent to the demolished Pruitt-Igoe housing complex will be a
Game Changer for this predominately African American neighborhood.
Economic Forces
Older urban areas were once the hubs of economic growth and activity, and were therefore major destinations
for people in search of economic opportunity. However, the economies of many of these cities have since been
eroded by complex economic transformations and shifting patterns in metropolitan development. These
economic forces both racial and non-racial—are the direct result of actions, processes, or ideologies that
explicitly reßect some form of racial bias. Nevertheless, they have accelerated neighborhood decline in the inner
city and widened gaps in race and income between
St. Louis City and its suburbs.
Ironically, policymakers have indirectly contributed to concentrated poverty in inner-city neighborhoods with
decisions that have decreased the attractiveness of low-paying jobs and accelerated the relative decline in the
wages of low-income workers. In particular, in the absence of an effective labor market policy, policymakers have
tolerated industry practices that undermine worker securityÑincluding the erosion of beneÞts and the rise of
involuntary part-time employment.
Disparate Impact
In sum, federal government policies and decisions, even those that are not explicitly racial, have had a profound
impact on inner-city neighborhoods. These impacts have been felt in many cities across the country, but they
perhaps have been felt more in the older central cities of the Midwest (such as St. Louis) and Northeast—the
traditional Rust Belt— where depopulated, high-poverty areas have experienced even greater problems.
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Robert Cardillo Letter
September 21, 2015
Page Two

Cultural forces
With the departure of higher-income families, the least upwardly mobile in society—mainly low-income people of
color— are left behind in our north-city neighborhoods with high concentrations of poverty and deteriorating
physical conditions. These neighborhoods offer few jobs and typically lack basic services and amenities, such as
banks, grocery stores and other retail establishments, parks, and quality transit. They also suffer from
substandard schools, many with run-down physical plants. Two of the most visible indicators of neighborhood
decline are abandoned buildings and vacant lots; St. Louis's Land Reutilization Authority — which takes over real
estate if taxes aren’t paid — counts almost 10,000 properties, mostly vacant land, in its inventory. Thousands
more vacant parcels are held by private owners.
A symbiotic Relationship
From the beginning, and through the decades the NGA has had an indescribable and indelible connection with
those who lived, played, and worked within and just beyond its walls. The relocation of NGA out of the City will
impact this City, and its population in so many ways, because NGA represents both the history and the future of
the City; and particularly the north St. Louis area proposed for its relocation.
The City of St. Louis has been caught between countervailing forces that have left it and those connected to it –
for more than a year – in a perpetual period of transition. While giving priority to the criteria of military value, the
human impact of NGA's relocation and the possible economic, and other effects on the City and its underserved
populations is a priority for the NAACP; and should not have a disparate impact on the populations we represent.
Sincerely,

Adolphus M. Pruitt, II, 1st Vice President
NAACP Missouri State Conference of Branches, &
President - St. Louis City Branch NAACP
P.O. Box 23455, St. Louis, Mo. 63156
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November 24, 2015
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District
Attn: Amy Blair
Room 529
601 E. 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64016
Re: Cortex support letter for the NGA West Facility in North St. Louis
Dear Ms. Blair,
I would like to express my support for the NGA West Facility moving to a location within
North St. Louis (City of St. Louis).
The Cortex Innovation Community is a 200-acre urban innovation District that is a 10
minute drive from the proposed NGA St. Louis site. We are a mixed-use technology hub
that supports over 200 companies in the bioscience, IT and engineering sectors. We
expect to grow the district to over 300 technology-related companies in the next five
years by leveraging the intellectual assets of our academic partners (Washington
University, St. Louis University and the University of Missouri-St. Louis) and the region’s
Fortune 500 companies. We believe that having NGA facilities near Cortex will
significantly increase the economic impact of NGA in the City of St. Louis by encouraging
startup technology companies aligned with NGA’s mission to find a home in the Cortex
District where they can be supported by the entrepreneurial environment and programs
that we provide our companies.
The North St. Louis site offers an urban environment for NGA employees and leverages
the current federal and national initiatives already in place in St. Louis, including: Strong
Cities, Strong Communities (SC2), the Federal Promise Zone designation, the EcoDistricts
2015 designation, a $500,000 Choice Neighborhoods planning grant and 100 Resilient
Cities.
Cortex has been at the center of St. Louis’ efforts to attract and retain a Millennial
workforce who increasingly seek an urban live-work-play lifestyle. NGA is perfectly
positioned in North St. Louis to take advantage of this emerging demographic trend,
since Millennials are also urban pioneers transforming once marginal neighborhoods
into trendy urban communities.
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Just as Cortex has been the anchor that is transforming a tired industrial midtown St.
Louis neighborhood, the NGA can serve as the anchor that transforms and reclaims a
deserving North St. Louis neighborhood. I put my full support behind this project to
save jobs and tax revenue that would severely impact the City if it is lost, as well as to
grow new entrepreneurial companies and jobs in the Cortex Innovation Community.
Please let me know if I can provide further insight into my perspective of the importance
of a North St. Louis NGA presence.
Sincerely,

Dennis Lower
President & CEO
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University of Missouri–St. Louis

Thomas F. George
Chancellor / Professor of Chemistry and Physics
401 Woods Hall
One University Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63121, USA
1-314-516-5252
1-314-516-5378 (fax)
tfgeorge@umsl.edu
http://www.umsl.edu/chancellor

November 23, 2015
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District
Attn: Amy Blair
Room 529
601 E. 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64016
Re: Letter of Support for the NGA West Facility in North St. Louis
Dear Ms. Blair,
I would like to express my support for the NGA West Facility moving to a location
within North St. Louis (St. Louis City).
The North St. Louis site offers an urban environment for NGA employees and
leverages the current federal and national initiatives already in place in St. Louis,
including Strong Cities, Strong Communities (SC2), the Federal Promise Zone
designation, the EcoDistricts 2015 designation, a $500,000 Choice Neighborhoods
planning grant and 100 Resilient Cities.
This site offers opportunities ranging from attracting Millenials that desire urban
living to reclaiming blighted areas for new development and being a catalyst for
enhancement in this economically distressed community. For NGA, the North St.
Louis site offers:
 Diversity of housing options for current and future employees
 High quality of life for employees with walkable neighborhood amenities,
nearby public open spaces and connections to a strong bike network
comprised of over 250 miles of bike lanes and greenway trails
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 Proximity to downtown and institutions of higher learning, including
Webster, St. Louis University, Washington University and Harris-Stowe
State University
 The least amount of impact to employees’ commutes with 2/3 of employees
being Missouri residents
 Public transit and alternative modes of transportation, which support the
Department of Defense’s sustainable initiatives
 Connections to three highways within two miles of the site (I-64/40, I-70
and I-44)
 Opportunities to revitalize a historic neighborhood
The presence of the NGA as an anchor catalyst will help to transform the needed
development in this deserving neighborhood. I put my full support behind this
project to save jobs and tax revenue that would severely impact the City if it is lost.
A large number of partners, including myself, are committed to working together
to keep the NGA headquarters within the city of St. Louis. I believe the North St.
Louis site offers the best opportunities for NGA and its employees.
Sincerely,

Chancellor
University of MissouriSt. Louis
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National Society of Black Engineers - Alumni Extension
St. Louis Gateway Chapter

National Society of Black Engineers “Says Keep in the NGA in St. Louis City”
The National Geospatial Agency (NGA) should continue to operate in the corporate limits of the
City of St. Louis. Keeping the NGA in the City is vital to help stabilize our more challenged
residential communities and can serve as a regional technology showpiece. We believe that the
NGA is like a large fruit tree with deep roots. The NGA’s deep roots are its history as a
corporate citizen and the over 3000 employees who work, live and play in the region. A fruit
tree’s roots provide structural stability to the tree and transform nutrients from the soil through
the branches. Transplanting the NGA to the proposed Northside site will help convert an area
that has declined significantly over the decades and bring economic vitality to the surrounding
neighborhoods. Like the leaves of the tree that convert light into oxygen necessary for the
environment, the NGA site will bring much needed jobs, and green infrastructure that will
literally improve the health of the residents of the area.
The City of St. Louis site is ideal for the entire region due to its proximity to mass transit,
colleges and universities, easy access to Lambert Airport and situated near several major
interstate routes. The biggest attribute of this project is the rebirth of a Blue Zone: an area that
has minimal footprint on the environment, where workers can walk, bike or take mass transit to
work. With this re-investment will come commerce that is within walking distances, bike trials,
and new greenspace. New homes will rise up with solar panels; rainwater harvesting will reduce
the demand on area sewers systems.
Missouri is a financially stable state with a functional legislature and the St. Louis City location
is centrally located. With NGA located in St. Louis, it will have maximum economic benefit to
the region and it will have the least amount of negative impact on the environment and help
maintain the vitality of our region’s urban core. NSBE (National Society of Black Engineers)
will continue to work to ensure that there is a thriving STEM (Science, Math, Engineering and
Math) K-12 pipeline of future engineers, technologists and to support the NGA’s workforce as
well as other economic development that will improve by the NGA’s presence at the City of St.
Louis site.
The St. Louis Gateway Chapter of the National Society of Black Engineers supports retaining the
NGA in the City of St. Louis and pledges its resources as a community stakeholder to ensure its
long-term success.

The National Society of Black Engineers
St. Louis Gateway Chapter
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December 9, 2015
Mr. Otis Williams
December
9, 2015
Executive Director
St. Louis Development Corporation
Mr.
Williams
1520Otis
Market
Street
Executive
Suite 2000Director
St.
St. Louis
Louis,Development
MO 63101 Corporation
1520 Market Street
Suite
2000
Subject:
Relocation of the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency Headquarters
St. Louis, MO 63101
Subject:
Relocation of the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency Headquarters
Dear
Otis,
I want to take this opportunity to add KAI to the list of those who support the Near Northside site at
Dear Otis,and Cass for the future site of the NGA Headquarters. As I am sure you know, KAI has spent
Jefferson
the last 36 years designing, developing, and building major projects in the vicinity of the proposed site;
I want tosuch
takeas
this
to addGateway
KAI to the
list of those
who support
the Near
site at
projects
theopportunity
Samuel Shepard
Schools,
Residences
at Murphy
Park,Northside
Valshon High
Jeffersonand
andThe
Cass
for the Education
future site Center
of the NGA
Headquarters.
As I attached
am sure you
know,
KAI has
School,
Harrison
to only
name a few (see
map).
Although
our spent
the last 36
years
designing,
developing,
and building
majorofprojects
in theneighborhood,
vicinity of thethe
proposed
projects
have
made
a significant
impact toward
the revival
that historic
arrival site;
of a
projects such
Gateway
Schools,
at Murphy
Park,
Valshon High
business
suchas
asthe
theSamuel
NGA’s Shepard
Headquarters
would
be the Residences
catalytic engine
for a full
revitalization
of the
School,
and The Harrison Education Center to only name a few (see attached map). Although our
Near Northside.
projects have made a significant impact toward the revival of that historic neighborhood, the arrival of a
business
suchcommitted
as the NGA’s
Headquarters
engine for
a full revitalization
the
KAI is fully
to continuing
to bewould
a partbe
of the
the catalytic
Near Northside
community,
and I lookof
forward
Near
Northside. with you again as the neighborhood continues to develop.
to
collaborating
KAI is fully committed to continuing to be a part of the Near Northside community, and I look forward
to collaborating with you again as the neighborhood continues to develop.
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Michael E. Kennedy, RA
Chairman & CEO
KAI Design & Build
Michael E. Kennedy, RA
Chairman & CEO
KAI Design & Build
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31 York Drive
St. Louis, MO
63144
November 23, 2015
National Geospatial — Intelligence Agency
Attn: Robert Cardillo
7500 GEOINT Drive
Springfield, Virginia 22150-7500
Re: Support North St. Louis for the NGA West Facility
Dear Mr. Cardillo,
I am writing to express my support for locating the new NGA West facility in the City of
St. Louis.
There are a multitude of reasons to choose the city over the other three locations. But
from my perspective, the most compelling is the abundance of talented people,
particularly millennials, and their preference to live, work, and play in the city.
The site is minutes away from the revitalized downtown technology corridor. This area
along Washington Avenue offers residential lofts, restaurants, bars, boutiques, and a
vibrant start-up entrepreneurial business culture.
The area has played a vital role for St. Louis to attract and retain graduates from our local
universities. Further, we are seeing more and more technology companies from other
parts of the country and the world relocate here for our unique combination of culture,
talent, and cost-of-living.
I’m sure you’re receiving letters from proponents of all four sites identifying the many
social and economic benefits of the NGA to them. However, the benefit of choosing the
St. Louis City site is reciprocal. Yes, St. Louis will benefit from the NGA, but the NGA
will also greatly benefit from staying in the City of St. Louis.
Sincerely,
Tom Shipley
Principal, Cole-Dalton, LLC
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“A great destination has at least 10 places within it, each with 10 things to do.”
— Project for Public Spaces
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“Know the Earth…Show the Way…Understand the World”
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency vision

